Travel via the Moon

Just a small tip when you’re going to the airport…don’t forget your manners! Some of the nice things to remember…**DON’T** put your luggage or newspapers on the chair next to you in the boarding area – the seats are there for *other* people to sit on.

On the plane, use the space under the seat in front of you, instead of trying to cram everything in the overhead bin.

People in the **middle seats** get to use the arm rests. Before you recline, look behind you to make sure the folks behind you are not trying to use their tray..leaning back too far may prevent them from using their tray!

On **moving sidewalks** to/from your waiting room, stand on the *right* and let people going pass you pass on the *left*.

Going on a flight in December…**now** is the time to start planning. December has some of the *lowest* and also the *highest rates* of the entire year. That goes for your hotel costs too. Your hotel and air can easily cost you double if you’re planning that trip the week before Xmas until 5-7 January. Planning a cruise…*same rules apply* and obviously, room size on those cruises can get a big difference out of your wallet! Destinations too can be different and help you decide when/where you’re going to go this year.

Travel is fun…a little planning can make it really outstanding. Enjoy – *you deserve the best!*